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NON-UNIQUE SOLUTIONS TO THE PLATEAU PROBLEM

ON SYMMETRIC SPACES

By

Benny N. Cheng*

Abstract. In this paper, we will show that in each of the follow-

ing compact symmetric spaces SU(3), SU(3)/SO(3), SU(6)/Sp(3) and

EJFit there are exactly 3 solutions to the minimal surface equations

with a given prescribed boundary. The proof uses only elementary

techniques in the calculus of variations.

I. Introduction

Symmetric spaces are among the most extensively studied objects in differ-

ential geometry. The inherent symmetry of a symmetric space makes it pos-

sible to solve certain geometric problems which otherwise would be intractable

on a general manifold lacking such symmetries. One such problem is the search

for solutions of the minimal surface equation and related questions on the uni-

queness of solutions. The problem of uniqueness is a particularly difficultone,

since there are no known necessary and sufficientconditions on a given bound-

ary to guarantee that a solution surface is the only solution,not even in ordinary

3-space. It is therefore of immense value to have numerous examples of non-

unique solutions (see [2] p. 109), especially in higher dimensions and non-

Euclidean spaces.

The purpose of this paper is to exhibit a codimension-two boundary in

compact symmetric spaces of rank two and the 3 minimizing surfaces which

solves the Plateau problem with the given boundary. The technique used here

is the so-called reduction of variables method [4] to reduce the problem to a

corresponding ODE problem in a flat 2-dimensional space.

2. Symmetric Spaces and their Orbit Structures

The followingsymmetric spaces G/K willbe considered:
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SU(3), SU(3)/SO(3), SU(6)/Sp(3) and E6/F4.

In each of the above cases, the group K acts on G/K via the adjoint action,

and a fundamental domain for thisaction can be identified with a Weyl chamber

W of the Cartan subspace of the Lie algebra of G. For the above symmetric

spaces, W is simply a 2-dimensional equilateral triangle. The volume function

which records the volume of each of the principal orbits is given by

v(x)=c(sind1(x)smd2(x)s'md3(x))k

(see [3]) where c is a constant (which we will take to be 1), di(x) are the dis-

tance functions of the point x to the edges of the triangle, and k ―l, 2, 4, 8

depending on the svmmetric space.
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Fig. 1.

3. The Non-uniqueness Results

For our boundary, we select the principal orbit of the centroid of the above

equilateral triangle W. We will show that an area-minimizing codimension-one

surface having this principal orbit as boundary is one of the three orbits of

the perpendicular drop from the centroid to a side of the triangle.

We firstobserve that the boundary is invariant under the adjoint /f-action.

Therefore, we need only consider the one-dimensional section of surfaces in W.

The volume integral of a surface in G/K intersecting the section W at a curve

y = y(x), xo^x^xu is easily seen to be

, y)Vl+y'2dx

where v(x, y)―sinx(cos x+cos V3y)k, and the corresponding Euler equation

satisfiedby the geodesies is,

(*) sinx(cos x+cos V3y)y" = ―k{l +y'2){ V3"sinx sin V3y

-fv'fcos2x+cosx cosVSv)}.
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Notice that due to the symmetry of the volume function in W, it suffice to

study the Euler equation on the smaller triangle ABC.

It is easily verified that in the extreme cases, the line segments AB and

AC are geodesies. We now show that there are no other geodesic solutions

starting from the point A and ending on the segment BC.

From the Euler equation, such a geodesic must intersect BC perpendicularly.

For small x, let y(x) denote such a geodesic, with y{Q)―b>Q, ;y(;r/3)=0, and

3>'(0)=0. It is known that for 0<b<7r/V~3, y(x) is a graph for 0<x<tz/3 [3].

We claim that such a geodesic cannot exist.

Lemma 1. y'{x) is negative and decreasing for 0<x<tt/3.

Proof. The fact that y'(x) is negative was already established in [4].

What is new here is that the function y'(x) is decreasing. To prove this, we

show that y" is negative on the given interval interval 0<x<tt/3. Clearly, if

cos 2x+cosx cos V3y^0, then (*) shows that y"<Q. Hence we need only con-

sider the case where cos 2x +cos y cos V3y>0. Suppose there is a point xx<

jt/3 such that y"(x1)―Q and y"<0 for 0<x<x,. We compute yw(xi) and obtain

―sin*. COS X +cos V3vi
£(l+3>'(xi)2)

From (*), we have

y"Cr1)={(l-v'(x1)2)V3cosx1sinV3vi

+y'(x1){2 sin xx cos V33>i ―2 sii^xO}

(**) y'(xi)=
― V3 sin Xi sin V3y.

cos 2x,+cos xi cos V J>1

Substituting this expression for y'(xx) into the right hand side of the y'" equa-

tion and multiplying the result by (cos 2xi+cos xt cosV3^i)2/(V3sin V3j>i), we

obtain:

{(cos 2xi+cos Xi cos V3yif ―3 sin2xi sin2V3yi} cos xx

+2 sinx!(sin2xi―sinxi cos V3ji)(cos 2xj+cos Xi cos V3yi).

Let us call the above expression A(xlr yt). Claim: cosV3ji>―cos 3xi. This

follows from the fact that in the triangle ABC, yi< ― V3xi + ^:/V3. The strict

inequality is due to the fact that if equality occurs, then (**) implies that

y'(xi)= ―V3~,and the geodesic is the line AC itself (Picard's thm.). Consequ-

ently, we also have sin V3:yi>sin3;iCi. We then expand the expression A(xu yj

and substitute the inequalities to arrive at
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A{xu 3'1)=cos Xi{(cos 2x!+cos xx cos V3^i)2―sin2 xx sin2V3ji}

+2sin2X!{2cos Xi cos2x!+cos VSyi―cos xx}

>cos Xi{(cos 2xi―cos xi cos 3X02―sin2xi sin2V3;yi}

+2sin2xi{2cos xx cos 2xi―cos 3xx―cos Xi}>0.

Thus y'"(x1)<0, which contradicts the non-negative slope of y" at xx. Lemma

1 is thus established.

With the help of the above lemma, we can now prove the main result of

this paper.

Theorem 2. Let B be the codimension-two boundary surface on the above

symmetric spaces G/K obtained as the principal orbit of the centroid of a Weyl

chamber. Then there are exactly 3 volume-minimizing codimension-one surfaces

in G/K having B as boundary.

Proof. Let y(x) be a geodesic in W corresponding to a section of a

smooth minimal surfacein G/K with boundary B. Since y(x) intersectsthe

centroid,y(x/3)=0. We also know that y(0)=b, 0<b<rc/V3, and y'(0)=0.

Claim: b=0. Suppose not, i.e. 7t/V3>b>0 for some geodesic solution y(x).

Straightforwardcomputations show that y"{it/3)=y'"{jt/3)=0.Also, we have

|;y'(7z;/3)|<V3(otherwise, Picard's thm. would imply yijc)is the line AC).

Hence a simple computation shows that

y""(x/3)>0.

It follows that since y(x) is real-analytic([3] p. 587),its derivative y' must

have a local maximum (coming from the left)at x=tt/3, contradicting Lemma 1.

Thus, the only geodesic solutions on W of the above ODE (*) passing thru

the centroid and meeting the sides of W are the 3 perpendicular bisectors from

a vertex to the opposite sides of the triangle. By direct computation, AB is

shorter than AC, as can be seen from the following table.

1 AB AC

1

2

4

8

.875

.898

1.145

2.394

1.125

1.065

1.285

2.592

This proves that each of the 3 perpendicular drop from the centroid to a side
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of the triangle corresponds to a volume-minimizing solution to our original

Plateau problem on G/K.
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